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EDITORIAL

World philatelic exhibitions are of special interest to our hobby. Over the years their frequency has
increased beyond the original single event each year, in 1997 there are four such events. Of these,
Pacifica 97, held in San Francisco from May 29 to June 8, is likely to remain the most popular. This
is certainly the case judging by the number of Australians who attended. I was fortunate enough to
spend a few days at Pacific 97 along with some ten other Canberrans.

What then, are the attractions of word exhibitions?

For advanced exhibitors, there is the opportunity to display their material at the highest competitive
level and to (hopefully) gain from the judges comments. A measure of the popularity of Pacifica 97
was that only about a quarter of the those wishing to exhibit could be accommodated. This was
despite the size of the available display space at over 3,500 frames - equivalent to some 500
individual exhibits. For would-be exhibitors, there is the attraction to view many of the world's best
exhibits, although it my opinion the presentation of the exhibits was generally inferior to that seen at
national exhibitions in Australia. Attendance at Pacifica 97 was aided by free entry and by a free 120-
page catalogue, potential visitors to other world exhibitions should be warned that this is unusual. It
will be a challenge for the organisers of Australia's second world exhibition, Australia 99, to match
this!

For all collectors there is the opportunity to visit, and perhaps buy, from the large numbers of
dealers, in excess of 200 at Pacifica 97. There ranged from the world's most prestigious auction
houses to local traders whose entire stock consisted of worldwide FDC's at 99 cents each. The range
of material is bewildering, the chances to purchase such unusual items as meter marks from obscure
counties, unusual thematic material and previously unimagined revenues are quite mind blowing for
those whose purchases are normally limited to Australian sources. In addition to the dealers, there
were at least 120 postal administrations ranging from Aland to Zambia.
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Despite all of these attractions, for me the most lasting favourable impression was the enjoyment
obtained from attending meetings arranged by specialised philatelic societies and the talks on judging
and exhibiting. In addition to the Society meetings (often including auctions and dinners - formal and
informal) over sixty societies and clubs had tables on the exhibition floor, presumably at very low or
no charge. Who could resist visiting a table manned by members of the 'Errors, Freaks and Oddities
Collectors Club'? My most enjoyable single event was attending a small dinner arranged by the
California Revenuers. Already I have been in e-mail contact with three of those present and we are
well along the path of exchanging material and information a range of diverse SUbjects. It also
appears likely that an exchange of journals can be arranged between Capital Philately and The
American Revenuer. Incidentally, the exchange of our journal with The Shilling Violet, the Journal
of the South Australian Study Group, was also arranged with one of its editors who was also visiting
Pacifica 97 from Adelaide!

There is no doubt that I had an extremely enjoyable few days at Pacifica 97. I would encourage
Society membesr who are contemplating an overseas trip to include in their itinerary a side visit to a
world exhibition. There is unlikely to be too much complaint from non-collecting partners to
spending a few days in such a delightful city and region as offered by San Francisco and central
California. A convenient list of forthcoming world exhibitions is given on the back inside cover of
The Asia Pacific Exhibitor or APF News. The choices for late 1997 and for 1998 are India 97
(December, in Delhi), Israel 98 (May, in Tel-Aviv), Portugal 98 (July, in 'what does it matter'
where"), Italy 98 (late September, Milan) or Ilsapex 98 (late October, Johannesburg). My ideal
retirement would be to combine world exhibitions visits with a timetable that matched being able to
watch overseas Australians Test matches - in San Francisco I met a Victorian lady collector who was
doing just that!

INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL AWARDS
Pacifica 97
The word exhibition, Pacifica 97, was held at the Moscone Center in San Francisco, May 29 to
June 8. Three Canberra-based members entered and their results were:

Paul Barsdell: Sarawak to the 1923 issue. Large Silver
Ed Druce; British Honduras postal stationery. Vermeil
Torn Frommer: Australia's contribution to the development of world airmails,
1914 -1934. Gold.

Congratulations to all, Ian McMahon attended as an apprentice commissioner.

Newcastle Bicentennial 97
The was a half national show, held at the Waratah Technology High School, July 4 - 7. The
exhibition included, for the first time at national level, an experimental class on Polar Philately. There
were two exhibits from Canberra-base members:

Chris Dalton: Air mail links between Australia and America. Vermeil
Bruce Parker: Indonesia - the social reasons for stamp issues. Silver-bronze.

Congratulations to both, especially to Chris Dalton whose exhibit was awarded the NAPE exhibition
prize. Dingle Smith was Chair of the Jury, Ed Druce, Ian McMahon and Darryl Fuller were judges,
the latter two as apprentices.
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A LETTER FROM CANBERRA, 1855

Elspeth Bodley

I recently inherited a small trunk of family papers and correspondence and realise that my collecting
instinct must be genetic: one particular branch of ancestors kept all sorts of pieces of paper. Over a
hundred years later, they reveal a lot of social history.

The following letter from this trunk has found its current home within a few miles of the place it was
written. Unfortunately, the recipient, my great-great-great grandmother, did not keep the envelope
so I am unable to deduce anything about its postal history, the 'rates and routes' information.

Duntroon by Queanbeyan
March 26th 1855

Dear Miss Cameron,

I take the pleasure of writing to you a few lines ... to let you know that I enjoy good health,
Sincerely wishing that you do the same. We have sent many letters to that neighbourhood that I
hardly need mension aney thing about the voyage. We took the mail coach from Sydney to this place
which is 200 miles Melburneward. The road between here and Sydney leads through thick bush, you
would think:weather a man or a beast could live in it, but still there are some beautiful plains. I may
tell you that this seson has been uncommonly dry and hot. There has been no rain of any importance
fore nearly a twelve month now, consequently there is no grass or any vegetable whatever.

I engage with one Mr Palmer. My wages is 30 pounds a year but I am paid by the month. When I
engage first I had only 22. We have great reson of thankfullness, we are all within five miles of one
another. They are all with the same Master but there are forty milking cows belonging to my master.
But I am sorry to state that I am not going near them. They have tow men fore milking them. Cows
are very wild here, they milk them in a yard made purposely, with their feet tied to a tree.

Things are very deer in this country. I paid thirty shilling fore a bonat [bonnet]. My Mistress gave me
three dresses in a present. She is an english Lady. She is very kind to me but suppose my wages is
good I would rather with you fore I feel this country very disagreeable.

My dear Miss Cameron, I am sorry to tell you of the death of Donald McDonald, Mary my Sister's
husband. He died nine months ago. Mary is living with ourselves now. She paid 28 pounds fore her
passage to this place. This place is very good to make money but it is destitude of no other pleasure.
There are a great meney contradictions in the country. We look Northward to the Sun, the man in
the moon with his feet uppermost. The Coco [cuckoo = mopoke] cries in the night time, in short
everything is quit opstepolics. I am tierd drinking tea and eating boolooks' flesh. I have learned to be
a good baker. I bake all our own loves. Every Sunday I go to see my brother and sisters. I get a
horse and sadel. My Misters is very particular about washing, I am washing two days a week and
ironing and mangling another day.

Dear Miss Cameron, I hope you will have the kindness to write to me soon and tell me all the news
of that country. Please tell me what servants you have. We intend to send for Allan my brother in a
short time. My dear Miss Cameron, I will add no more but my kindest respects to you to Mr
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Cameron and Miss Joann and Little Hughy and I hope that you will let my friends know that I am
well. Pleas give my kindest respects to aney who may inquire fore me.

I remain your sincere wellwisher,

Sarah Cameron Duntroon

by Queanbeyan
New South Wales

The letter is not in a good state of preservation but the following extract
illustrates the handwriting and format.

Some background information may be of interest. The letter writer's parents, Angus and Isabella
Cameron, had come to Australia on the' Stamboul' in 1854 with their children John, Samuel, Angus,
Margaret and Sarah. Sarah had apparently worked in Scotland for my ancestor's family at Inchree,
near the Corran Ferry between Ballachulish and Fort William on the west coast. The recipient is
addressed as 'Miss Cameron' which must be a shortenend form of 'Mistress Cameron'. Angus
Cameron and his family worked for Robert Campbell at Duntroon. Sarah was employed by
Pemberton Campbell Palmer who managed Jerrabomberra Station for his father, George Thomas
Palmer of Ginninderra.

When Sarah Cameron, the writer, married Benjamin Ross of Darbalara in 1861 at St John's Church,
Canberra, she signed her name in the register with an 'X'. Was she illiterate? This letter may have
been dictated to another member of the her family, perhaps her brother Angus, while she was
spending a Sunday at Duntroon. Sarah and Benjamin Ross moved to the Gundagai area but her
parents and several brothers are buried in St John's churchyard. Her widowed sister Mary married
Thomas William Hope in 1860 and both are buried beside the Camerons in St John's. Brother Allan
arrived in Australia on the 'Nepal' aged about 16 in 1856 and is also buried in St John's.
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THE STAMPS OF BIAFRA

Peter Symes

Originally established around the sphere of influence of a British trading company, Nigeria was for
many years a colony of Great Britain. In 1960 the Federation of Nigeria became independent, with
the federation consisting of three regions - Northern, Western and Eastern, after federation a fourth
region was established - the Mid-West. The regions of Nigeria maintained some elements of
autonomy, but the power of the new federation rested in the government in Lagos, the capital of
Nigeria.

Nigeria's path to independence was relatively smooth, and the manner in which the Nigerians at first
conducted their affairs led the Western world to hold them up as an example of a stable, independent
and democratic African nation. However within several years of independence matters became
troubled, and like so many modern African nations that are beleaguered by difficulties, the troubles
centred largely around ethnic groups. While no single ethnic group dominated Nigeria, the Western
Region was dominated by the Yoruba, the Northern by the Hausa and the Eastern by the Ibo (or
Igbo).

After several crises, matters came to a head in January 1966 when junior army officers attempted a
coup. While the coup was unsuccessful, it did result in the deaths of the Premiers of the Northern
and Western Regions, the Prime Minister of Nigeria and the Minister of Finance. Because so many of
the officers involved in the Coup were Ibos, and because the two surviving premiers were also Ibos,
it was felt by many in the North and the West that the Ibos were behind the coup. This in turn led to
many Ibos outside the Eastern Region becoming targets for those who suspected a plot to dispossess
the other ethnic groups. In order to stabilise the situation a military government was appointed with
General Ironsi as the head of government. He in turn appointed military governors in each of the four
regions.

Figure 1 The first issue

Six months after the first coup, forces backed by the Northern Region staged a second coup. This
coup was successful and members of the new military government soon took control of most of
Nigeria under the leadership of General Gowon, during the coup a number of people were killed,
including General Ironsi (an Ibo). Members of the military involved in the successful coup rounded
up many Ibo army officers throughout Nigeria and executed them. This overt action incited civilians
to conduct similar activities, resulting in widespread violence, looting and slaughter. It is estimated
that in September 1966 over 30,000 Ibo people were killed in Northern and Western Nigeria.
The new military government was not recognised by the Military Governor of the Eastern Region,
Lieutenant-Colonel Chukwuemeka Ojukwu, and it would appear that from this time the possibility of
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the Eastern Region seceding from Nigeria was planned by the government in the east. Over the next
few months, relations between the regional government in the east and the Federal government
deteriorated until the Eastern Region finally declared itself independent on 30 May 1967.

The Eastern Region declared its independence as the Republic of Biafra, the new state taking its
name from the Bight of Biafra on which it had its coast. Because there had existed a regional
government in Biafra for many years, the infrastructure for the new state was largely in place. Thus
there was very little change to make, although laws were passed whereby the chain of authority
ended with the military governor ofBiafra rather than the Federal government of Nigeria.

The stamps of Biafra
Biafra continued to use the postage stamps of Nigeria until early 1968 when Biafran postage stamps
were first issued. It would appear that the efforts of the Biafrans were channelled into the war rather
than creating the many instruments required for the new state, and the government was quite happy
to utilise the coins, bank notes and postage stamps of Nigeria for as long as they could. In the case of
the bank notes, there was also an ulterior motive, as the Biafrans were collecting the Nigerian notes
from circulation and transferring them to Europe where they were used to buy foreign exchange for
the war effort. Nigeria became aware of this transfer and instigated the production of a new series of
bank notes which would allow them to demonetise the old issue and dispossess the Biafrans of their
questionable method of financing the war. The new issue of Nigerian bank notes was made on 3
January 1968 and this prompted the Biafrans to finally produce their own bank notes. It would
appear that they also took the opportunity to prepare their own postage stamps. General Ojukwu
announced to the Consultative Assembly and Council of Chiefs and Elders on 27 January 1968:

"Fellow countrymen, I am happy to announce to you that I have today signed a decree introducing
Biafran currency notes which will be the legal tender throughout the Republic of Biafra. By that
same decree, Nigeria currency notes will cease to be legal tender in Biafra. Our new currency notes,
along with our new postage stamps, will be issued to the public on January 29, 1968."

Although an official release date was given by the military governor, other reports indicate that the
postage stamps were not released until 5 February 1968.

The first issue - February 1968
Printed by the Portuguese State Security Printers in Lisbon, the three stamps in the first Biafran
issue, illustrated in Figure 1, were designed by Biafran artists. It is believed that 30,000 complete sets
of this issue were printed. The three stamps were:

2d - Dominating this stamp is a map of Biafra in red, black and green, with the rising sun motif in the centre
of the flag. The map shows the two principal cities of Biafra: Enugu and Port Harcourt. To the lower left is a
circle encompassing an outline of Africa, this map attempts to show the position of Biafra in red, but due to the
inaccurate printing process the red area is printed in the sea.
4d - '1967' covers most of the stamp, on top of which is 'May 30' in black. The Bairn coats of arms appears

at the top of the stamp with the Biafran flag at the bottom
Is - A mother and child in the centre of the stamp, with a manilla (see below) supporting the circle. Also

included are the sun and a single palm tree - important symbols of Biafra (see below).
Overprints on Nigerian stamps - April 1968
An issue of Nigerian postage stamps with a Biafran over-print followed the first issue and appeared
around April 1968, see Figure 2. While it may appear that this should be the first issue, this seems
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not to be the case. The Biafrans had been quite happy using the bank notes, coins and postage
stamps of Nigeria for seven months until January 1968. Ostensibly the reason for continuing with the
Nigerian instruments was that the Biafrans were pressing for a confederation of states which would
include each Nigerian Region as a separate state, with each state maintaining its independence; but
under this arrangement all states could use the Nigerian coins, stamps and bank notes. However in
reality, the Biafrans were using as much of the Nigerian produced goods as they could before they
were forced to manufacture their own, and in the case of the bank notes, they wished to convert
these to foreign exchange.

Table 1 Details of the Nigerian stamps overprinted for Biafran use

SG SG Denom. Description Over-print No. Over-
Nigeria Biafra Iprinted
172 4 Yzd lioness and cubs Black arms and o'print. 43,000
173 5 Id elephants Black arms and o'print. 10,800

Varieties exist with:
- the over-print doubled;
- in pairs with one over-

I printed and the other normal.
174 6 lYzd splendid sunbird Black arms and o'print. 10,000
175 7 2d weaver birds Black arms and o'print.
177a 8 4d leopard and cubs Black arms and o'print.
178 9 6d saddle-billed Black arms and o'print. 14,250

storks
179 10 9d grey parrots Black arms and o'print. 30,000
180 11 Is kingfisher birds Black arms and o'print.
181 12 Is 3d crowned cranes Red arms, black o'print. 6,250

Varieties exist with:
- black over-print omitted;
- red over-print omitted.

182 13 2s 6d kob antelopes Red arms, black oprint. 20,500
183 14 5s giraffes Red arms, black o'print. 22,250

Varieties exist with:
- black over-print omitted;
- red over-print omitted;
- red over-print doubled.

184 15 10s hippopotamuses Red arms, black o'print. 7,000
185 16 £1 buffaloes Red arms, black o'print. 8,000

Varieties exist with:
- black over-print omitted;
- red over-print omitted.

Having finally decided to issue their own postage stamps in February 1968, it would appear that the
Biafrans then took the opportunity to over-print the stocks of unused Nigerian postage stamps with
the words 'Sovereign Biafra', the coat of arms of Biafra, and double-barred lines through the word
'Nigeria'. For most denominations the over-print was black, but in the higher denominations part of
the over-print was in red. The Nigerian stamps that were over-printed were the pictorial definitives
for 1965-66. The stamps are described Table 1, which lists the Stanley Gibbons reference numbers
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for Nigeria and Biafra, the denominations, a brief description of the stamps, the types of over-print
and (where known) the number of stamps over-printed.

Figure 2 Overprints on Nigerian stamps

The second issue and overprints 1968
d for so long without their own stamps, the second Biafran issue followed only several months after the first,

this being set of five stamps: SG 17/21. The stamps were issued to celebrate the first anniversary of
Biafra's independence and are noticeable for their strong themes of the atrocities of the war and the
courage of the Biafrans in overcoming their adversity. These stamps were designed by Biafran artists
and printed by the Portuguese State Security Printers in Lisbon, just as the first issue had been
prepared.

Figure 3 The second issue and the bank note (reduced in size) illustrated in the 5/- value

4d - The Biafran flag appears at the top of the stamp, below which are illustrations of two Biafrans at work -
one a scientist and one an engineer. The Biafrans were very proud of the work they had undertaken in keeping their
industries going despite the efforts of Nigeria and her allies to disrupt the Biafran economy. Port Harcourt was an
early casualty in the war and with its capture went Biafra's only oil refinery. However the Biafrans managed to build
another refinery at Uzoakoli and it is this type of accomplishment which is celebrated on the stamp. Included in the
illustration on the stamp is a rocket being launched, with the rocket carrying the red letters 'BAF' for 'Biafran Air
Force'. Runningvertically down the right hand side of the stamp is 'Biafran Scientists & Engineers', while at the
bottom of the stamp is the inscription' I st Independence Anniversary May 30th 1968'.

Is - This stamp is dominated by the headless corpse of a train driver. During one of the pogroms when the
Ibos were being attacked in retribution for the first unsuccessful coup, a train loaded with refugees left the Northern
Region headed for the Eastern Region. The train was attacked and the driver decapitated, leaving the fireman to drive
the train back unaided. This incident was used by the Biafrans to demonstrate the atrocities being meted out to the Ibos
throughout Nigeria. Above the body of the driver are the words 'May 29, July 29, Sep. 29 Nigerian Pogrom 1966
30,000 Massacred'. To the left of the illustration is a cross, to the right is the Biafran flag and at the bottom of the
stamp is the inscription' 1st Independence Anniversary May 30th 1968'.
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2s 6d - Against the colours of the Biafran flag, which are displayed vertically, is an illustration of a Biafran
nurse welcoming refugees back to the homeland. Prior to the pogroms and the war, the Eastern Region had a
population of over eleven million - making it one of the most populous areas in Africa. Following the massacres, some
two million refugees arrived in Biafra to swell the existing population. At the bottom of the stamp is the inscription
'1st Independence Anniversary May 30th 1968'.

5s - This stamp is dominated by a one pound note of the first Biafran currency issue (see Figure 3), below
which is the Biafran coat of arms (see the section below on Biafran symbols). There were two issues of Biafran
currency notes: one issue in the denominations of 5 shillings and 1 pound in 1968 at the same time as the release of
the first postage stamps; and a second issue of five denominations in early 1969. The one pound note on the stamp has
been signed and dated in red by the Military Governor Lieut.-Col. Ojukwu (the date being '27 Jan 68'). To the lower
left is the Biafran flag and at the bottom of the stamp is the inscription' 1st Independence Anniversary May 30th 1968'.

10s - Seated in an oval is a crying Biafran child, underneath which is written 'Where is Papa? Where is
Mama?' The Biafran flag is split in half with each half appearing either side of oval design. To the lower left is a
spear or 'Ala' (see the section below on Biafran symbols) and in the upper right is the inscription 'First Anniversary
May 30th 1968'.

All stamps of the second series are included in an issue of over-prints, with the over-print consisting
of the words 'Help Biafran Children' and a surcharge. The 4d has a surcharge of 2d, the Is a
surcharge of 6d, the 2s 6d has a surcharge of 1s and the 5sand 10s stamps each has a surcharge of
2s 6d. These over-prints were not issued in Biafra and were simply part of a fund-raising drive by the
European agents of the Biafrans, with the surcharge being used to assist in the purchase of medical
supplies and goods for the relief of the people of the beleaguered state. There were 30,000 sets of
the second issue printed, but it is not known how many of these were over-printed.

The third issue - September 1968
In the later half of 1968 the third Biafran issue was made, this being an issue of four stamps with
illustrations of butterflies and flowers, examples are illustrated in Figure 4. Until this issue the
postage stamps produced for Biafra, and the over-prints, were the work of the Biafrans and the
Portuguese. However the Butterflies issue introduces a much higher quality printing which was
continued past this issue. It would appear that, from this time, the issue and production of Biafran
postage stamps was handled by an agency, probably French. No longer in complete control of its
own issues, the Biafrans now became the issuer of stamps surplus to normal requirements.

REPUBLIC of BIAFRA 5'-

Figure 4 The third issue, with and without overprints

The November 1968 edition of Gibbons Stamp Monthly reports: 'Biafra:- The Butterflies stamps
were issued in sheets of 50 (5 x 10) with the Latin names in the sheet margins.' Not having access to
sheets of stamps, the author is unable to give the Latin names for the Butterflies, nor is it certain
whether the Latin names for the accompanying flower for each denomination may also have been
included in the margin. The four denominations issued were: 4d, Is 6d, 2s 6d and 5s.
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Initially Stanley Gibbons catalogue refused to recognise this issue as being legitimate for postal
requirements and therefore did not catalogue them. This, in hindsight, is a little disappointing as it is
the only Biafran issue apart from the over-prints which is not catalogued. However it is apparent that
the issue was the product of an agency and perhaps such treatment is deserved. This issue also
appears with an over-print of the five Olympic rings and 'Mexico Olympics 1968', this being yet
another ploy to dispose of more stamps, however there is no surcharge for any of the over-printed
stamps.

Fourth issue - May 1969
To celebrate the second anniversary of independence a new issue of four stamps was made, see
Figure 5. The design of these stamps is identical for each denomination, with only the colour of the
top and bottom borders and the title of 'Republic of Biafra' changing colours. The denominations
and their colours are: 2d - orange; 4d - red; 1s - blue; and 2s 6d - green. The design is dominated by
a map projected onto a globe, with a crying Biafran child in the lower right and a chain irregularly
encircling the centre of the stamp. Around the globe is a wreath ofleaves and at the top of the globe
is the rising sun of Biafra (see section below on Biafran symbols), beneath which is written 'Second
Anniversary May 30th 1969'. The map on the stamps is interesting in that although it is projected
onto a globe, it contains only Europe, the eastern Soviet Union and northern Africa. Several areas of
the map are shaded, with Great Britain and Egypt being identified, as is the border of the Soviet
Union with its European neighbours. Britain was probably identified due to the role it played in
prolonging the war, and encouraging and supporting the Nigerians, but it is not known why Egypt
and the Soviet Union were identified.

An issue of over-prints exists for this series, with the issue being made just before Biafra capitulated,
or maybe even after the surrender was made. The over-print consists of the following text written in
red: 'Save Biafra 9th January 1970' plus a surcharge which is preceded by a cross indicating the
surcharge. For the 2d stamp the surcharge is 8d, for the 4d it is 1s 4d, for the 1s it is 4s and for the
2s 6d stamp it is 10s. As well as the over-print of the red text, the borders of this issue of over-prints
were printed in black as a symbol of mourning. As well as the standard issue and the over-prints, a
mini-sheet was also issued with these stamps. The background of the mini-sheet has the outline of a
cross in the top left, from which rays of light and dark blue are emitted. Below the cross are
upturned hands which support the orange rising sun of Biafra, above which is written 'May 30th
1969'. In the upper right is written the phrase 'Second Anniversary' in English, French, Italian,
German and Spanish. The large stamp is in the lower right, has an orange background and displays a
group of under-nourished Biafran children. The value of the stamp is 10s.

Figure 5 Examples of the fourth and fifth issues, with and without overprints.
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Figure 6 The 10/- stamps and minisheet of the fourth issue

Fifth issue - September 1969
In August 1969 an issue of four stamps was released celebrating the visit of Pope Paul the sixth to
Africa, see Figure 5. While the stamps are similar in design there are a number of differences. In the
lower half of each stamp is a map of Africa, with the rising sun indicating the position of Biafra on
the map, and a picture of the Pope; below which is written: 'Visit of his holiness Pope Paulus VI to
Africa July - August 1969'. The denominations and their variations are as follow:

4d - Includes the arms of the Pope and is coloured orange;
6d - Includes the arms of the Vatican and is coloured blue;
9d - Includes the basilica of St. Peter in the Vatican and is coloured green; and
3s - Includes a statue of St. Peter and is coloured red.

As well as the four stamps in this issue, a mini-sheet was also produced. The background of the mini-
sheet is blue and has a brown map of Africa with the orange rising sun indicating Biafra's position,
above which is written: 'Visit of his holiness Pope Paulus VI to Africa July - August 1969'. In the
upper left of the mini-sheet is a white circle holding a chalice which in turn holds a host and a red
cross, both of which are encircled by a halo which emits from the top of the chalice. In the lower left
of the mini-sheet is the signature of the Pope 'Paulus PP VI-'. The large stamp in the mini-sheet is
red, has a value of 1Os. and is dominated by a picture of the Pope in his mitre and cope at the left. In
the upper centre is a stylised dove and wreath, while to the right is the inscription 'Peace on Earth
and goodwill to all men. Lc. 8, 14' below which is the rising sun of Biafra.

The four stamps issued for the Pope's visit were re-released as a Christmas stamp with the over-
print: 'Christmas 1969 Peace on Earth and goodwill to all men'. There is no surcharge for any of the
denominations in this over-printed issue.

Biafran Symbols
Biafra, as a newly independent state, became very conscious of establishing its own identity. One
manner in which this new-found identity was expressed was in the adoption of symbols which
declared to the international community their statehood, and the instruments by which this statehood
were displayed were also important in that they gave the Biafran people a sense of identity. Most of
the symbols used to identify Biafra were derived from their coat of arms. The coat of arms was
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adapted from the coat of arms granted to the Eastern Region of Nigeria in 1960 at the time of
independence. The arms of Biafra differed to those of the Eastern Region only in that the original
arms had supporters of a leopard and a man carrying a spear or 'Alo' either side of the shield,
whereas the arms of Biafra had two leopards as supporters. At the top of the coat of arms is an eagle
clutching a tusk, and representations of the eagle and the tusk appeared on the Biafran coins which
were introduced in 1969. Below the eagle and the tusk is the shield of the coat of arms, which is
divided into two sections. The top half of the shield holds an image of the rising sun, emitting eleven
rays. This image became the most pervasive of all Biafran symbols, appearing on the postage stamps,
bank notes, the national flag and in military insignia. It also gave rise to the title of the national
anthem Land of the Rising Sun.

The lower half of the shield contains three manillas linked together over an area which is divided into
green, black and red. Manillas are a type of primitive money which were used in Africa for hundreds
of years, and were used in Nigeria well into the twentieth century, being demonetised only in the
1940's. Made from copper or bronze, they formed an incomplete circle with lobes being formed at
the end. A manilla is displayed on the I-shilling stamp of the first Biafran issue and it is also depicted
on some of the coins and bank notes issued in Biafra. The three linked manillas which appear on the
coat of arms were also used for some of the military insignia. The colours below the manillas on the
coat of arms were used for the Biafran flag, which consisted of three horizontal stripes of red, black
and green; with the central black band holding the rising sun. The coat of arms is completed by two
leopards used as supporters for the shield and the motto 'Peace Unity Freedom'. A leopard appeared
on one of the coins issued by Biafra ..

Another symbol which became widely used in Biafra was the single palm tree. The palm tree was
important to Biafra as, after oil, it was responsible for the second largest amount of exports from the
country. The single palm tree had also been illustrated on the bank notes of the West African
Currency Board which had circulated in Nigeria. The palm tree first made its appearance on the
Biafran bank notes issued in January 1967, an example is given in Figure 3, and was later used on the
coins and the second bank note issue. The palm tree is used only once on the postage stamps,
appearing in the I-shilling stamp of the first issue.

One of the more obscure symbols was the 'Alo' or spear which was used in several instances. The
Alo appears as a minor device on the IO-shilling stamp of the second issue, on the back of the 1-
pound note of Biafra's first currency issue and on the back of the 5-pound note of the second issue.
The Alo is regarded as a sceptre of power and authority, and is carried by Ozo titled men. (Titled
men are part of traditional societies or brotherhoods.) As well as its symbolic role, it can also be used
as a weapon.

The Nigerian Civil War lasted for two-and-a-halfyears, with Biafra finally capitulating on 15 January
1970. Wracked by the effects of war, Biafra became widely known for the starvation of hundreds of
thousands of its people and for the atrocities visited on her people by the Nigerians and her allies.
However each new generation has its own problems and the events of the brief war of secession by
Biafra are now forgotten by most people; but for coin, stamp and bank note collectors the issues of
this secessionist state remain one of the few tangible links to a small piece of African history. With
only five standard postage stamp issues, four over-printed Biafran issues and one over-printed
Nigerian issue, this is a very easy' country' to collect; and like most stamps, once the background to
these issues is appreciated, they become an intriguing series.
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THE FIRST AUSTRALIANS IN ANTARCTICA
SOME OF THEIR POSTAL HISTORY

Robert A. M.Gregson

The Society of Polar Philatelists, in their article in Capital Philately for May 1997 (vol. 15, n.3)
suggest that Griffith Taylor was ' ...likely the first Australian to set foot on mainland
Antarctica'(p.36). This is not only wrong but almost an injustice to his intrepid predecessors.

The first Australian, whom we know about, to set foot on the Antarctic continent was Louis
Bernacchi, who was born and raised in Tasmania and subsequently qualified at the University of
Melbourne. He was with the Southern Cross expedition which wintered over at Cape Adare in 1899,
and he was appointed physicist on Scott's first expedition which took place two years later.
However, neither of these two expeditions had any specific stamps or postmarks, a deficiency
remedied by Ernest Shackleton in 1908.

The Christchurch Press for 20th December 1907 wrote' ...Lieutenant Shackleton yesterday received
a telegram from the Postmaster-General authorising him to open a post office at King Edward VII
Land'.

A week later in the same newspaper (27th December) ' ...one writer reminded Lt. Shackleton that,
being a public official, he was bound to supply stamps on demand. To this Lt. Shackleton replied that
if the particular individual made his demands over the counter of the K.E. VII Land post office, his
requirements would doubtless be satisfied'.

The editorial writer of the Christchurch Press indulged in some ponderous humour by suggesting
that the Postmaster-General of New Zealand had infringed a Crown prerogative by issuing special
stamps for a place outside the Dominion, and might therefore be guilty of high treason. Shackleton's
own comments on this was; 'The Postmaster-General of the Dominion had printed off for us a small
issue of special stamps, and constituted me a postmaster for the period of my stay in the Antarctic,
an arrangement that much simplified the handling of the correspondence sent back from the winter
quarters'(Shackelton, p. 36, 1909). The same publication (p.348) describes how some of the stamps
were actually taken on the attempt to reach the South Pole' ...at 4 a.m. we started south, with the
Queen's Union Jack, a brass cylinder containing stamps and documents to place at the furthest south
point'. These items were left in a cache when the party had to turn back.

The notable Australians on this expedition were Professor Edgeworth David and Douglas Mawson,
whose business as scientists included locating the South Magnetic Pole while Shackleton was
heading for the South Geographic Pole. Griffith Taylor did not go to the Antarctic until Scott's
second expedition of 1911. Previously, as an honours student in geology and physics, he had been
taught by Edgeworth David and worked with Mawson as illustrated by the 1902 postcard shown as
Figure 1 on p.36 of the Capital Philately article. That collaboration produced a joint paper entitled
Geology of Mittagong and the notebook used by Taylor and Mawson is preserved on the National
Library in Canberra.

In the months before leaving for Antarctica, Taylor was engaged in surveying for the new federal
capital, and in a letter to Professor Marr in Cambridge referred to ' ...my report showing that both
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Canberra and Dalgety are on the belt of lowest rainfall in Eastern Australia ... however there's
rainfall of 60 inches (1524 mm) in one corner of the Territory. He added, ' ... we had fifteen senators
to inspect the site and four nearly got drowned' (extracts from Sanderson, 1988).

I am indebted to Diana Gregson for the bibliographic research.
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QUEENSLAND DUTY STAMPS - FURTHER INFORMATION

Capital Philately for February 1997 (p.31, vol. 15, no. 2) included a report on the sheet format of
the first Edwardian 1d and 2d duty stamps of Queensland. Further information has been provided by
Ben Palmer of Sydney. He kindly sent a photocopy of Morley's Philatelic Journal for November
1901. That publication contains notes on new revenue issues and includes a precise and detailed
description of the Queensland duty stamps. The extract is reproduced in full below, and confirms the
tentative conclusions of the account in Capital Philately.

Queensland. Stamp Duty. We have received from Messrs Stanley Gibbons and Co. a new
Duty stamp of the design we illustrate. This is the first stamp to appear with a portrait of the
King. It is watermarked with Q and Crown and perf. 12. 2d., carmine. The arrangements of the
complete sheet of these stamps is most peculiar. We are informed that it is made of 10 rows of
11 stamps and 1 row of 10 stamps., the place where the last stamp should be being occupied
by something which we are told is 'the royal cypher.'

As Ben points out in his letter, philatelic descriptions should carefully consult early written accounts.
This is a view with which I fully concur and only wish I had easy access to Morley's Philatelic
Journal; it would also be wonderful if there was a contemporary journal that reported on new
revenue issues!

Dingle Smith

It is always a pleasure to receive correspondence on articles that appear in Capital Philately. In
addition to that from Ben Palmer, the contribution from Robert Gregson on polar philately
(elsewhere in this issue) was written in response to an article in an earlier issue. Other readers are
cordially invited to contribute in this way. Ed.
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BOOK REVIEW

NORFOLK ISLAND - A POSTAL AND PHILATELIC HISTORY 1788 - 1969
By Phil Collas and Richard Breckon

The stamps of Norfolk Island are popular with Australian collectors although for those who aspire to
exhibit competitively the earlier postal history presents problems of rarity and cost. A comprehensive
account of postal markings by Murray-Brown was published by the Pacific Study Circle of the Great
Britain in 1983 but the monograph by Collas and Breckon provides a much more comprehensive
coverage. The account was originally drafted by the late Phil Collas in the 1960s and Richard
Breckon is responsible for the final published version. The background is given in the following
extract from the preface by Breckon.

'An edited version of Phil Collas's work was serialised in The Australian Philatelist in
1987-88. It is thought timely to reproduce the work in its entirety, together with
additional information gleaned from various new sources. It was Phil's preferred style of
writing to present a well-rounded narrative that provided the reader with the context in
which postal developments took place. Sparsely annotated lists of postmarks was not his
idea of how a country's postal history should be explained. Consequently, this book
deals with the main administrative arrangements involving Norfolk Island in order to
present the history of the postal services. For my part, I have expanded the background
saga, chiefly concerning the development of shipping and air links. Also the final chapter
on miscellaneous subjects is my work'.

The result of the combined contributions is a most readable and informative account that gained
much from Collas's access to the records of the Australian Post Office in his position over many
years as Head of the Stamps and Philatelic Branch. New information is included from the the records
of the Note Printing Branch which have only recently become available. Illustrations, especially those
of some of the rarer gems of postal history from the collection of the late E.J.Garrard, greatly
enhance the text. The treatment is chronological, the earlier postal history followed by a description
of the Island's stamps from 1947 to the early decimals with useful information on varieties, numbers
issued etc. The reviewer was particularly pleased to note that the final chapter on 'Miscellaneous
Subjects'. Among other topics this describes the availability and use of unstamped items of
Australian postal stationery, the presentation die proofs and the background to the fascinating official
first day covers and cancellers that are a feature of the earlier stamps issues. The latter are
particularly pertinent given the growing interest in first day covers which may well gain further
momentum with the inclusion of the an experimental national exhibiting class for such material at
Hobart in February 1998.

The monograph is well produced and illustrated and together with the index and bibliography
comprises 84 pages. It can be purchased from the publishers, Band K Philatelic Publishing, 673
Bourke St., Melbourne 3000, at a price of $35.00 plus $4.00 postage within Australia, $4.00
overseas surface mail and $10.00 by air.

Dingle Smith
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products aremanufactured in Australia from the highest quality materials as supplied to
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The plastic itemsare made from Polypropylene or Mylar, both of which are inert non-
toxic acid freematerial. No glues,plasticisers or lubricants are used during manufacture,
nor are there any metal parts. The paper used for manufacturing pages is high quality
low acid unbleached white paper.

ADDRESS .

.................... POSTCODE .

NEW DISPLAY PAGES 150 gsm white low acid paper in the proposed International
Exhlbitio n size.

A
B

283mm x 216mm completely plain.
283mm x 216mm with feint grille one side.

Per 50 $10.00
Per 50 $15.00

PRODUCT PRICE QTY VALUE

BINDER AND SLIP CASE 550gms
"

$14.50Each

PAGES with PROTECTORS 250 gms ~er20 $20.80

STAMPSAFE BOX 260 gms Each $ 9.90

ARCHIVAL DISPLAY PAGES
283mm x250mm, Punched 650 gms per50 $37.00
283mm x 250mm, Unpunched 650 gms per 50 $37.00

NEW DISPLAY PAGES
283mm x216mm, Plain 500 gms $10.00

I

perSO I

283mm x216mm, With Grille 500 gms per 50 $15.00

SHEET PROTECTORS, POLYPROPYLEt-JE
Protectors 290mm x 252mm 450 gms perSO $15.00
Protectors 290mm x 218mm 400 gms per 50 $15.00

SHEET PROTECTORS MYLAR
290mm x 260mm top opening 200 gms per 10 $16.00
290mm x 260mm side opening 200 gms per 10 $16.00
290mm x 220mm side opening 19D-gms per 10 $16.00

POSTAGE & PACKING*

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED --------- _ •..--- $

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION AND PRICES

STAMPSAFE SWIVEL ARCH BINDER & SLIP CASE Manufactured from 0.8mm grey

polypropylene. Standard three hole punching. 300 x 320 x 44mm. Ea. $14.50
Pages with Protectorsto suit the above with three punched holes. 283mrn x 250rnm

per 20 $20.80

STAMPSAFE BOXES Manufactured from 0.8mm grey polypropylene.
300 x 270 x SOmm, Ea. $9.90

DISPLAY PAGES 170 gsm plain white archival quality paper with feint grille one side,
plain the other. With or without holes. 283mm x 250mm Per 50 $37.00

SHEET PROTECTORS Manufactured from 60 micron clear polypropylene side
opening. Two sizes, one price. per 50 $15.00

A 290mm x 252mm
B 290mm x 218mm

All orders to: ARCHIVAL PRODUCTS
AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION
PO BOX 208, TORRENS PARK SA 5062

MYLAR SHEET PROTECTORS
A 290mm x 260mm
B 290mm x 220mm

Top or side opening.
Side opening only per 10 $16.00

*POSTAGEAND PACKING: Please add $T.OO for the first kilo and $3.00
for each additional kilo or part thereof. Shipping weights per pack are
shown above.DISCOUNTS Ol/II/LRIILE TO STOMP DGRLERS.
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